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 3 � 3  �5 � 5  0 � 0

�3 � 0 � �3
a � 0 � a

The additive inverse of 5 is �5, 
so 5 � (�5) � 0.

See transversal.

See transversal.

See rotation.

See simple interest and compound
interest.

1, 5, 9, 13, 17, . . . is an arithmetic
sequence with a common
difference of 4.  

See simple interest and compound
interest.

See parallelogram.

In the power 27, the base is 2. 

See trapezoid.

a Example

absolute value (p. 23) The absolute value of a number a is its
distance from 0 on a number line. The absolute value of a
number a is written as  a .

additive identity (p. 64) The number 0 is the additive identity,
because the sum of any number and 0 is the number.

additive inverse (p. 30) The additive inverse of a number a is
its opposite, �a. The sum of a number and its additive inverse
is 0. 

alternate exterior angles (p. 716) When a transversal intersects
two lines, two angles that lie outside the two lines on opposite
sides of the transversal. 

alternate interior angles (p. 716) When a transversal intersects
two lines, two angles that lie between the two lines on opposite
sides of the transversal. 

angle of rotation (p. 741) In a rotation, the angle formed by
two rays drawn from the center of rotation through
corresponding points on the original figure and its image. 

annual interest rate (p. 362) The percent of the principal
earned or paid per year. 

arithmetic sequence (p. 692) A sequence in which the
difference between consecutive terms is constant. 

balance of an account (p. 363) The sum of the principal and all
interest earned. 

base of a parallelogram (p. 521) The length of any side of the
parallelogram. 

base of a power (p. 10) The number or expression that is used
as a factor in a repeated multiplication. 

bases of a trapezoid (p. 522) The lengths of the parallel sides of
the trapezoid. 

b
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best-fitting line (p. 421) The line that lies as close as possible
to the points of a scatter plot. 

biased question (p. 603) A question that encourages a
particular response. 

biased sample (p. 602) A sample that is not representative of a
population. 

binomial (p. 651) A polynomial with two terms. 

box-and-whisker plot (p. 588) A data display that organizes
data values into four groups using the lower extreme, lower
quartile, median, upper quartile, and upper extreme.

categorical data (p. 596) Data that consist of names, labels, or
other nonnumerical values. 

center of a circle (p. 528) The point inside the circle that is the
same distance from all points on the circle. 

center of dilation (p. 747) The point with respect to which a
figure stretches or shrinks when the figure undergoes a dilation. 

center of rotation (p. 741) The point about which a figure is
turned when the figure undergoes a rotation. 

circle (p. 528) All points in a plane that are the same distance,
called the radius, from a fixed point, called the center.

c

The best-fitting line for the scatter
plot is shown in red.

“Don’t you think it would be better
if the school built a new
gymnasium?” is a biased question.

The members of a school’s
basketball team are a biased
sample for a survey about support
for building a new gymnasium.  

a 2 � 5a and 9 � y are binomials.  

A list of eye colors is a set of
categorical data.  

See circle.

See dilation.

See rotation.  
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circumference of a circle (p. 528) The distance around the
circle. 

coefficient (p. 78) The number part of a term with a variable. 

combination (p. 620) A selection of objects where the order in
which the objects are chosen is not important. 

common difference (p. 692) The difference between
consecutive terms of an arithmetic sequence. 

common factor (p. 177) A whole number that is a factor of two
or more nonzero whole numbers. 

common multiple (p. 187) A multiple that is shared by two or
more numbers. 

common ratio (p. 692) The ratio of any term of a geometric
sequence to the previous term of the sequence. 

complementary angles (p. 709) Two angles whose measures
have a sum of 90�.

complementary events (p. 630) Two disjoint events such that
one event or the other must occur. 

composite number (p. 173) A whole number greater than 1
that has more than two whole number factors. 

compound interest (p. 363) Interest that is earned on both the
principal and any interest that has been earned previously. 

The balance A of an account that earns interest compounded
annually is A � P(1 � r)t, where P is the principal, r is the
annual interest rate (written as a decimal), and t is the time 
in years. 

concave (p. 516) A polygon is concave if a segment joining any
two interior points does not lie completely within the polygon. 

See circle.  

The coefficient of �7x is �7.  

There are 3 combinations of 
2 letters chosen from the letters 
A, H, T:

AH AT HT

See arithmetic sequence.

The common factors of 12 and 20
are 1, 2, and 4.

The common multiples of 6 and 9
are 18, 36, 54, . . . .  

See geometric sequence.  

When you roll a number cube, the
events “roll an odd number” and
“roll an even number” are
complementary events.

6 is a composite number, because
its whole number factors are 1, 2,
3, and 6.  

You deposit $1000 into an account
that earns 3% interest
compounded annually. 

After 5 years, your account balance
is A � P(1 � r)t �
1000(1 � 0.03)5 ≈ $1159.27.

See convex.

32�
58�
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congruent figures (p. 290) Figures that have the same shape
and the same size. Corresponding angles and corresponding
sides of congruent figures are congruent.  

constant term (p. 78) A term that has a number but no
variable.

convenience sample (p. 601) A sample in which only members
of a population who are easily accessible are selected. 

convex (p. 516) A polygon is convex if a segment joining any
two interior points lies completely within the polygon. A
polygon that is not convex is called concave. 

coordinate plane (p. 47) A coordinate system formed by the
intersection of a horizontal number line called the
x-axis and a vertical number line called the y-axis.

corresponding angles (p. 716) Two angles that occupy
corresponding positions when a transversal intersects two lines. 

corresponding parts (p. 288) A pair of sides or angles that have
the same relative position in two figures. 

cosine (p. 494) For a right triangle, the cosine of an acute 
angle A (cos A) is the ratio of the length of the side adjacent to
aA to the length of the hypotenuse. 

Glossary 827

TABCcTDEF

In the expression 8a � 4, the term
4 is a constant term.

You can select a convenience
sample of your school’s student
population by choosing only
students who are in your classes.  

Convex Concave

See transversal.

aA and aD are corresponding
angles. AC&* and DF&* are
corresponding sides.

See trigonometric ratio.  
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counting principle (p. 314) If one event can occur in m ways,
and for each of these ways a second event can occur in n ways,
then the number of ways that the two events can occur together
is m p n. 

cross product (p. 280) The product of the numerator of one
ratio and the denominator of another ratio. The cross products
of a proportion are equal. 

degree of a polynomial (p. 652) The greatest degree of the
terms of the polynomial.

degree of a term (p. 652) The sum of the exponents of the
variables in the term. The degree of a nonzero constant is 0. 

dependent events (p. 634) Two events such that the occurrence
of one event affects the probability of the occurrence of the
other event. 

diagonal of a polygon (p. 518) A segment that joins two
vertices of the polygon that are not adjacent.   

diameter of a circle (p. 528) The distance across the circle
through the center. 

dilation (p. 747) A transformation in which a figure stretches or
shrinks with respect to a fixed point, called the center of
dilation.

d

828 Glossary

You have 3 shirts and 4 pairs of
pants. The total number of 
shirt-and-pants combinations that
you can choose from is 3 p 4 � 12.

The cross products of the 

proportion �
2
3

� � �
1
8
2
� are

2 p 12 � 24 and 3 p 8 � 24.  

In the polynomial a 2 � 4a 2b � 5,
the degree of the term a 2 is 2, the
degree of the term 4a 2b is 3, and
the degree of the term 5 is 0. The
degree of the polynomial is 3, the
greatest degree of the terms.  

See degree of a polynomial.

A bag contains 4 red marbles and 
5 green marbles. You randomly
choose a marble, do not replace it,
then randomly choose a second
marble. The events “first marble is
red” and “second marble is red” are
dependent events.  

See circle.  

TABC is dilated with respect to the
origin using a scale factor of 3.

y

C

BA

B�A�

C�

O 3 741 x
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�3
center of
dilation
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The original price of a sweater is
$32.99, but the store sells it for
$25.99. The discount is $7.00.  

When you roll a number cube, the
events “roll a 3” and “roll an even
number” are disjoint events.  

See relation.  

3x � 2 � 12 � 10x is an equation.

3x � 4y � 2 is an equation in two
variables.  

5y � 2 � 8 and 5y � 10 are
equivalent equations, because the
solution of both equations is 2.  

�
4
8

� and �
1
2

0
0
� are equivalent fractions 

that both represent �
1
2

�.  

3y � 7 > 25 and 3y > 18 are
equivalent inequalities, because
the solution of both inequalities is
all numbers greater than 6.  

5(10 � 6) and 5(10) � 5(6) are
equivalent numerical expressions,
because they each have the 
value 20.   

�
3
4

�, �
1
9
2
�, and �

1
2

5
0
� are equivalent ratios, 

because they each have the value
0.75.  

5(x � 1) � x and 6x � 5 are
equivalent variable expressions.

Example

discount (p. 358) The decrease from the original price of an
item to the sale price. 

disjoint events (p. 627) Events that have no outcomes in
common; also called mutually exclusive events. 

domain of a relation (p. 385) The set of all possible inputs for
the relation. 

equation (p. 85) A mathematical sentence formed by placing
an equal sign, �, between two expressions. 

equation in two variables (p. 391) An equation that contains
two different variables. 

equivalent equations (p. 91) Equations that have the same
solution(s). 

equivalent fractions (p. 182) Two fractions that represent the
same number.  

equivalent inequalities (p. 139) Inequalities that have the
same solution. 

equivalent numerical expressions (p. 71) Numerical
expressions that have the same value. 

equivalent ratios (p. 270) Two or more ratios that have the
same value.

equivalent variable expressions (p. 72) Variable expressions
that have the same value for all values of the variable(s). 

e
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The value of 2y � 5 when
y � 3 is 2(3) � 5 � 1.  

An event for rolling a number cube
is “roll an even number.”   

A basketball player has made 
30 out of 36 attempted free throws
this season. The experimental
probability that she will make a 

free throw is �
3
3

0
6
� � �

5
6

�, or 

about 0.83.  

In the power 27, the exponent is 7. 

The function y � ��
1
3

��
x

shows 

exponential decay. See exponential
function.

y � 3(2)x and y � ��
1
3

��
x

are 

exponential functions.

The function y � 3(2)x shows
exponential growth. See
exponential function.  

See interior angle of a polygon.  

y

O 32 41�2�4�5 �3 x

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

y � 3(2)x1�3y � (  )x

Example

evaluate a variable expression (p. 5) To find the value of the
variable expression by substituting a number for each variable,
and then finding the value of the resulting numerical
expression. 

event (p. 306) An outcome or a collection of outcomes. 

experimental probability (p. 307) A probability based on
repeated trials of an experiment. The experimental probability
of an event is the ratio of the number of successes (favorable
outcomes for the event) to the number of trials.

exponent (p. 10) A number or expression that shows how many
times a base is used as a factor in a repeated multiplication. 

exponential decay (p. 687) A quantity that decreases shows
exponential decay if it can be described by an exponential
function of the form y � ab x, where a > 0 and 0 < b < 1. 

exponential function (p. 686) An equation in two variables
that can be written in the form y � ab x, where a � 0, b > 0, and
b � 1. 

exponential growth (p. 687) A quantity that increases shows
exponential growth if it can be described by an exponential
function of the form y � ab x, where a > 0 and b > 1. 

exterior angle of a polygon (p. 723) An angle adjacent to an
interior angle of the polygon, formed by extending one side of
the polygon.

830 Glossary
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When you roll a number cube, the
favorable outcomes for the event
“roll an even number” are 2, 4, 
and 6.  

See frequency table and histogram.

The relation (1, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0), 
(4, 1), (5, 0) is a function, because
each input is paired with exactly
one output. The relation (1, 0), 
(2, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0), (3, 1), (3, 2) is
not a function, because the inputs
2 and 3 are each paired with more
than one output.  

The equation y � 2x � 8 can be
written in function form as 
y � 2x � 8.  

The function y � 3x � 5 can be
written in function notation as 
f (x) � 3x � 5.  

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, . . . is a geometric
sequence with a common ratio 
of 2.  

Example

factor tree (p. 173) A diagram that can be used to write the
prime factorization of a number.

favorable outcomes (p. 306) Outcomes that correspond to a
specified event. 

frequency (p. 582) The number of data values in an interval. 

frequency table (p. 582) A data display that groups data into
intervals. 

function (p. 386) A relation with the property that for each
input there is exactly one output. 

function form of an equation (p. 393) An equation in x and y is
in function form if it is solved for y. 

function notation (p. 426) The use of the symbol f (x), instead
of y, in an equation to represent the output of the function f for
the input x. The symbol f (x) is read “f of x.” 

geometric sequence (p. 692) A sequence in which the ratio of
any term to the previous term is constant. 

g
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f
28

4 p 7

2 p 2 p 7

Interval Tally Frequency
0–9 2 2
10–19 0
20–29 4 4
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graph of a linear inequality in two variables (p. 436) The set of
points in a coordinate plane that represent all the solutions of
the inequality. 

graph of an equation in two variables (p. 392) The set of
points in a coordinate plane that represent all the solutions of
the equation.

greatest common factor (GCF) (p. 177) The greatest whole
number that is a common factor of two or more nonzero whole
numbers. 

half-plane (p. 436) All points on one side of a line in a
coordinate plane. 

height of a cone (p. 546) The distance between the vertex and
the center of the base.

height of a parallelogram (p. 521) The perpendicular distance
between the side whose length is the base and the opposite
side. 

height of a pyramid (p. 544) The perpendicular distance
between the base and the vertex. 

height of a trapezoid (p. 522) The perpendicular distance
between the sides whose lengths are the bases.  

heptagon (p. 516) A polygon with 7 sides.

h

832 Glossary

The graph of y ≥ x � 3 is the
shaded half-plane.  

The GCF of 30 and 54 is 6. 
The GCF of 30, 60, and 75 is 15.

See graph of a linear inequality in
two variables.  

See parallelogram.  

See regular pyramid.  

See trapezoid.

radius r

slant
height lheight h

vertex

y

O 21�3 �2 x

3

2
y � �x � 1

�4�5

y

O 321�2�5�6 x
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1

y ≥ x � 3
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See translation, reflection, rotation,
and dilation.  

You roll a number cube twice. The
events “roll a 3 first” and “then roll
a 4” are independent events.  

4 > �7 and 5x � 3 ≤ 2 are
inequalities.  

See relation.  

–9 and 23 are integers.

–9.25 and 23 �
1
2

� are not integers.  

See simple interest and compound
interest.  

a1 is an interior angle of TABC.
a2 is an exterior angle of TABC.

1

B

AC
2

leg

leg
hypotenuse

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

10
–1

9
20

–2
9

30
–3

9
40

–4
9

0–
9

Library Visitors on a
Saturday

Age (years)

Example

hexagon (p. 516) A polygon with 6 sides.

histogram (p. 583) A data display showing data from a
frequency table.

hypotenuse (p. 465) The side of a right triangle that is opposite
the right angle.

image (p. 729) The new figure formed by a transformation. The
image of point A is written A�. 

independent events (p. 634) Two events such that the
occurrence of one event does not affect the probability of the
occurrence of the other event. 

inequality (p. 138) A mathematical statement formed by
placing an inequality symbol between two expressions. 

input (p. 385) A number in the domain of a relation. 

integers (p. 22) The numbers . . . , �3, �2, �1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .
consisting of the negative integers, zero, and the positive
integers.

interest (p. 362) The amount earned or paid for the use of
money. 

interior angle of a polygon (p. 722) An angle inside the
polygon. 

i
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834 Glossary

5 in.
lateral
faces2 in.

3 in.
4 in.

interquartile range (p. 590) The difference of the upper
quartile and the lower quartile of a data set. 

inverse operations (p. 91) Two operations that undo each
other. 

irrational number (p. 470) A number that cannot be written as
a quotient of two integers. The decimal form of an irrational
number neither terminates nor repeats.

lateral area of a cylinder (p. 540) The area of the curved
surface of the cylinder. 

lateral area of a prism (p. 539) The sum of the areas of the
lateral faces of the prism.

lateral faces of a prism (p. 539) The faces of the prism that are
not bases.  

lateral surface of a cylinder (p. 540) The curved surface of the
cylinder. 

l

See box-and-whisker plot.  

Addition and subtraction are
inverse operations.

Multiplication and division are
inverse operations.  

�3�, π, and 0.202002000. . . are
irrational numbers.

Cylinder Net

Lateral area � (2 pπp 2)(5) 
� 20π
≈ 62.8 m2

Prism

Net

Lateral area � 2(3) � 2(4) � 2(5)
� 24 in.2

See lateral area of a prism.  

See lateral area of a cylinder.  

5 m

lateral surface

2 m
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The LCD of �
3
4

� and �
5
6

� is 12, the LCM 

of 4 and 6.  

The LCM of 6 and 10 is 30. 
The LCM of 4, 5, and 6 is 60.  

See hypotenuse.

In the expression x � 5 � 7x � 1, 
x and �7x are like terms, and 5 
and 1 are like terms.  

See graph of an equation in two
variables.

3x � 7y < �1 and y ≥ x � 4 are
linear inequalities in two variables.

See reflection.

See line symmetry.

A square has 4 lines of symmetry.

See box-and-whisker plot.  

See box-and-whisker plot.

A prediction that you will get 58%
of the votes in an election, with a
margin of error of 	4%, means
that your percent of the votes is
most likely to lie between 54% and
62%.

Example

least common denominator (LCD) (p. 188) The least common
multiple of the denominators of two or more fractions.

least common multiple (LCM) (p. 187) The least number that
is a common multiple of two or more numbers.

legs of a right triangle (p. 465) The two sides of a right triangle
that form the right angle.

like terms (p. 78) Terms that have identical variable parts. Two
or more constant terms are also like terms. 

linear equation in two variables (p. 392) An equation whose
graph is a line.

linear inequality in two variables (p. 436) An inequality that is
the result of replacing the equal sign in a linear equation in two
variables with <, ≤, >, or ≥.  

line of reflection (p. 734) The line in which a figure is flipped
when the figure undergoes a reflection. 

line of symmetry (p. 735) A line that divides a figure into two
parts that are reflections of each other in the line. 

line symmetry (p. 735) A figure has line symmetry if a line,
called the line of symmetry, divides the figure into two parts
that are reflections of each other in the line.

lower extreme (p. 588) The least value in a data set. 

lower quartile (p. 588) The median of the lower half of an
ordered data set. 

margin of error (p. 610) The margin of error of a random
sample defines an interval centered on a sample percent in
which a population percent is most likely to lie. 

m
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The wholesale price of a gallon of
milk is $2.30, but the store sells it
for $3.19. The markup is $.89.  

The maximum value of

y � ��
1
2

�x 2 � x � �
5
2

� is 3.

M is the midpoint of AB&*.  

The minimum value of

y � �
1
2

�x 2 � 2x � 1 is �1.  

8xy, 5a3, n2m, p, and 12 are all
monomials.

The multiples of 7 are 
7, 14, 21, 28, . . . .  

5 p 1 � 5
a p 1 � a

The multiplicative inverse of 

�
5
3

� is �
3
5

�, so �
5
3

� p �
3
5

� � 1.

y

(2, �1) lowest
point

O 2 4 5 6�2 x

3

1

�2

BA M

y

(�1, 3)
highest

point

O 21�4�5�6 �2 x

2

1

Example

markup (p. 357) The increase from the wholesale price of an
item to the retail price. 

maximum value of a function (p. 681) The y-coordinate of the
highest point on the graph of the function. A quadratic function
y � ax 2 � bx � c has a maximum value when a < 0. 

midpoint of a segment (p. 478) The point on the segment that
is equally distant from the endpoints. 

minimum value of a function (p. 681) The y-coordinate of the
lowest point on the graph of the function. A quadratic function 
y � ax 2 � bx � c has a minimum value when a > 0. 

monomial (p. 174) A number, a variable, or the product of a
number and one or more variables raised to whole number
powers. 

multiple (p. 187) The product of a number and any nonzero
whole number. 

multiplicative identity (p. 64) The number 1 is the
multiplicative identity, because the product of any number and
1 is the number.  

multiplicative inverse (p. 247) The multiplicative inverse of a 

nonzero number �
a
b

�, where a � 0 and b � 0, is its reciprocal �
a
b

�.

The product of a number and its multiplicative inverse is 1. 
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See disjoint events.

�1, �2, �3, �4, . . .  

See lateral area of a cylinder and
lateral area of a prism.

5! � 5 p 4 p 3 p 2 p 1 � 120  

A quadratic function is a nonlinear
function. See parabola.

A list of heights is a set of
numerical data.

5(2) � 7 is a numerical expression.

When you randomly choose a
number between 1 and 10, the
odds against choosing a number 

divisible by 3 are �
7
3

�, or 7 to 3.  

When you randomly choose a
number between 1 and 10, the
odds in favor of choosing a 

number divisible by 3 are �
3
7

�, or 
3 to 7.  

�4 and 4 are opposites.

Example

mutually exclusive events (p. 627) Events that have no
outcomes in common; also called disjoint events. 

negative integers (p. 22) The integers that are less than 0. 

net (p. 538) A two-dimensional representation of a solid. The
surface area of a solid is equal to the area of its net. 

n factorial (p. 615) For any positive integer n, the product of
the integers from 1 to n is called n factorial and is written n!. 

nonlinear function (p. 680) A function whose graph is not a
line. 

numerical data (p. 596) Data that consist of numbers. 

numerical expression (p. 5) An expression that consists of
numbers and operations. 

octagon (p. 516) A polygon with 8 sides.

odds against (p. 308) When all outcomes are equally likely, the
ratio of the number of unfavorable outcomes to the number of
favorable outcomes is called the odds against an event. 

odds in favor (p. 308) When all outcomes are equally likely, the
ratio of the number of favorable outcomes to the number of
unfavorable outcomes is called the odds in favor of an event. 

opposites (p. 23) Two numbers that have the same absolute
value but different signs. 

o

n
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ordered pair (p. 47) A pair of numbers (x, y) that can be used to
represent a point in a coordinate plane. The first number is the
x-coordinate, and the second number is the y-coordinate. 

order of operations (p. 16) A set of rules for evaluating an
expression involving more than one operation. 

origin (p. 47) The point (0, 0) where the x-axis and the y-axis
meet in a coordinate plane. 

outcomes (p. 306) The possible results of an experiment. 

output (p. 385) A number in the range of a relation. 

overlapping events (p. 627) Events that have one or more
outcomes in common. 

parabola (p. 680) A U-shaped curve that is the graph of a
quadratic function. 

parallelogram (p. 517) A quadrilateral with both pairs of
opposite sides parallel.   

pentagon (p. 516) A polygon with 5 sides.

percent (p. 329) A ratio whose denominator is 100. The symbol
for percent is %.

p
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To evaluate 5 � 22, evaluate the
power before subtracting: 

5 � 22 � 5 � 4 � 1

See coordinate plane.  

When you toss a coin, the
outcomes are heads and tails.  

See relation.  

When you roll a number cube, the
events “roll a 3” and “roll an odd
number” are overlapping events.

The graph of y � x 2 � 2x � 3 is a
parabola. 

�
2
7
5
� � �

2
7
5
p
p
4
4

� � �
1
2
0
8
0

� � 28%  

base b

height h

y

O 1 2 4 5 6 7 x

1

�3

�4
y � x2 � 2x � 3

y

21�4 �3�5 x

1

2
(�2, 1)

1
�2
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The percent of change p% from 12
to 20 is:

p% � �
20

1
�
2

12
� � �

1
8
2
� ≈ 0.667 � 66.7%

See percent of change.  

See percent of change.  

36 is a perfect square, because 
36 � 62.

There are 6 permutations of the 
3 letters A, H, T:

AHT ATH THA
TAH HTA HAT

Polygons Not polygons

See monomial, binomial, and
trinomial.  

If a biologist wants to determine
the average age of the elephants in
a wildlife refuge, the population
consists of every elephant in the
refuge.  

1, 2, 3, 4, . . .  

64 is a power, because 
64 � 4 p 4 p 4, or 64 � 43.

The prime factorization of 60 is 
2 p 2 p 3 p 5 � 22 p 3 p 5.

Example

percent of change (p. 352) A percent that indicates how much
a quantity increases or decreases with respect to the original
amount.

Percent of change, p% �

percent of decrease (p. 352) The percent of change in a
quantity when the new amount is less than the original
amount. 

percent of increase (p. 352) The percent of change in a
quantity when the new amount is greater than the original
amount. 

perfect square (p. 454) A number that is the square of an
integer. 

permutation (p. 615) An arrangement of objects in which
order is important. 

polygon (p. 516) A closed plane figure whose sides are
segments that intersect only at their endpoints.

polynomial (p. 651) A sum of monomials. 

population (p. 601) An entire group about which information
is gathered. 

positive integers (p. 22) The integers that are greater than 0.

power (p. 10) The result of a repeated multiplication of the
same factor. A power can be expressed using a base and an
exponent. 

prime factorization (p. 173) The writing of a whole number as
a product of prime numbers. 

Amount of increase or decrease
����

Original amount
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7 is a prime number, because its
only whole number factors are 1
and 7.

See simple interest and compound
interest.

See experimental probability and
theoretical probability.  

�
2
7

� � �
1
3

0
5
� and �

2
x
0
� � �

4
5

� are proportions.  

52 � 122 � 132

See coordinate plane.

y � 3x 2 � 5x � 7 is a quadratic
function.

3�4a � b� is a radical expression.

See circle.  

You can select a random sample of
your school’s student population
by having a computer randomly
choose 100 student identification
numbers.

See relation.

a � 5

b � 12

c � 13

Example

prime number (p. 173) A whole number greater than 1 that has
exactly two whole number factors, 1 and itself. 

principal (p. 362) An amount of money that is deposited or
borrowed. 

probability (p. 306) A number from 0 to 1 that measures the
likelihood that an event will occur. 

proportion (p. 275) An equation that states that two ratios are
equivalent.

Pythagorean theorem (p. 465) For any right triangle, the sum
of the squares of the lengths a and b of the legs equals the
square of the length c of the hypotenuse: a 2 � b 2 � c 2. 

quadrant (p. 47) One of the four regions that a coordinate
plane is divided into by the x-axis and the y-axis. 

quadratic function (p. 679) An equation in two variables that 
can be written in the form y � ax 2 � bx � c, where a, b, and c
are constants and a � 0. 

radical expression (p. 454) An expression that involves a
radical sign, ��.

radius of a circle (p. 528) The distance between the center and
any point on the circle. 

random sample (p. 601) A sample in which every member of a
population has an equal chance of being selected. 

range of a relation (p. 385) The set of all possible outputs for
the relation. 

r

q
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Example

ratio (p. 269) A comparison of two numbers using division. The
ratio of a to b (where b � 0) can be written as a to b, as a : b, or 

as �
a
b

�. 

rational number (p. 219) A number that can be written as a
quotient of two integers. 

real numbers (p. 470) The set of all rational numbers and
irrational numbers. 

reciprocals (p. 243) Two nonzero numbers whose product is 1. 

reflection (p. 734) A transformation in which a figure is
reflected, or flipped, in a line, called the line of reflection. 

regular polygon (p. 516) A polygon whose sides all have the
same length and whose angles all have the same measure.

regular pyramid (p. 544) A pyramid whose base is a regular
polygon and whose lateral faces are all congruent isosceles
triangles.

relation (p. 385) A pairing of numbers in one set (the domain,
or set of possible inputs) with numbers in another set (the
range, or set of possible outputs). For a relation represented by
ordered pairs (x, y), the inputs are the x-coordinates, and the
outputs are the y-coordinates. 

Glossary 841

The ratio of 4 to 5 can be written 

as 4 to 5, as 4 : 5, or as �
4
5

�.

��
1
2

� � �
�
2
1
�, 0 � �

0
1

�, 0.45 � �
2
9
0
�, 

8 �
3
4

� � �
3
4
5
�, and 10 � �

1
1
0
� are all 

rational numbers.

�5, 0, �
2
3

�, π, 4.37, and 19 are all real 

numbers.  

5 and �
1
5

� are reciprocals.  

Reflection in the x-axis

The set of ordered pairs 
(1, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0), (4, 1), (5, 0) 
is a relation.

The domain of the relation is the
set of inputs: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The range of the relation is the set
of outputs: 0, 1.

slant
height l

height h

The base is a regular polygon.

vertex

y

O x

line of
reflection
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10 and 21 are relatively prime
because their GCF is 1.  

0.3333. . . and 6.15� are repeating
decimals.  

0.3333. . . � �
1
3

�

6.15� � 6 �
1
9

5
9
� � 6 �

3
5
3
�

See slope.  

45� clockwise rotation about the
origin  

A square has 180� rotational
symmetry.  

A square also has 90� clockwise 
(or counterclockwise) rotational
symmetry.

See slope.

180�

90�

y

xO

center of
rotation 45�

angle of
rotation

Example

relatively prime numbers (p. 178) Two or more nonzero whole
numbers whose greatest common factor is 1. 

repeating decimal (p. 219) A decimal that has a digit or block
of digits that repeats without end. A repeating decimal can be 

written as a quotient of integers �
a
b

�, where b � 0.

rhombus (p. 517) A parallelogram with 4 congruent sides.

rise (p. 404) The vertical change between two points on a line. 

rotation (p. 741) A transformation in which a figure is turned
through a given angle, called the angle of rotation, and in a
given direction about a fixed point, called the center of rotation.

rotational symmetry (p. 743) A figure has rotational symmetry
if a rotation of 180� or less clockwise (or counterclockwise)
about its center produces an image that fits exactly on the
original figure. 

run (p. 404) The horizontal change between two points on a
line. 
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To predict the results of an
election, a survey is given to a
sample of voters.

The scale 1 cm : 100 m means that
1 centimeter in the scale drawing
represents an actual distance of
100 meters.   

A map is a scale drawing of the
land area it shows.  

See dilation.  

A globe is a scale model of Earth.

See best-fitting line.

In scientific notation, 253,000 is
written as 2.53 
 105, and 0.00047
is written as 4.7 
 10�4.  

You put a survey questionnaire in
the mailbox of each teacher at your
school. The group of all teachers
who answer the questionnaire is a
self-selected sample of the school’s
teacher population.

1, 5, 9, 13, 17, . . .  

TLMNSTPQR 

10 m
6 m

8 m RP

Q

5 m3 m

4 m NL

M

Example

sample (p. 601) A part of a population. 

scale (p. 300) A ratio that gives the relationship between the
dimensions of a scale drawing or a scale model and the actual
dimensions of the object. 

scale drawing (p. 300) A two-dimensional drawing that is
similar to the object it represents. 

scale factor (p. 747) For a dilation, the ratio of a side length of
the image to the corresponding side length of the original
figure. 

scale model (p. 300) A three-dimensional model that is similar
to the object it represents. 

scatter plot (p. 48) A graph in a coordinate plane that displays
paired data. Each data pair is plotted as a point. 

scientific notation (p. 204) A number is written in scientific
notation if it has the form c 
 10n where 1 ≤ c < 10 and n is an
integer. 

self-selected sample (p. 601) A sample in which members of a
population can select themselves by volunteering. 

sequence (p. 692) An ordered list of numbers. 

similar figures (p. 288) Figures that have the same shape but
not necessarily the same size. Corresponding angles of similar
figures are congruent, and the ratios of the lengths of
corresponding sides are equal. The symbol S indicates that two
figures are similar. 
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You deposit $500 into a savings
account that earns 2.5% simple
annual interest. 

After 3 years, the interest earned is
I � Prt � (500)(0.025)(3) � $37.50,
and your account balance is 
$500 � $37.50 � $537.50.  

The simplest form of the fraction 

�
1
8
2
� is �

2
3

�.  

In simplest form, �72� is written as
6�2�.

See trigonometric ratio.  

See height of a cone.

See regular pyramid.  

The slope of the line shown is: 

slope � �
r
r

i
u
s
n
e

� � �
�
5
2
� � ��

2
5

�

y � 3x � 7 is in slope-intercept
form. The slope is 3 and the 
y-intercept is 7.  

(0, 1) is a solution of the linear
inequality 3x � 7y < �1, because
3(0) � 7(1) < �1.  

rise � �2

run � 5

2 3 6 7 8541

3

4

1

2

y

x

O

Example

simple interest (p. 362) Interest that is earned or paid only on
the principal. 

Simple interest I is the product of the principal P, the annual
interest rate r (written as a decimal), and the time t in years: 

I � Prt

The balance A of an account that earns simple annual interest
is A � P � Prt, or A � P(1 � rt). 

simplest form of a fraction (p. 183) A fraction is in simplest
form when its numerator and denominator are relatively prime. 

simplest form of a radical expression (p. 458) A radical
expression is in simplest form when (1) no factor of the
expression under the radical sign is a perfect square other than
1, and (2) there are no fractions under the radical sign and no
radical sign in the denominator of any fraction. 

sine (p. 494) For a right triangle, the sine of an acute angle A
(sin A) is the ratio of the length of the side opposite aA to the
length of the hypotenuse. 

slant height of a cone (p. 546) The distance between the vertex
and any point on the edge of the base. 

slant height of a pyramid (p. 544) The height of a triangular
lateral face of the pyramid. 

slope (p. 404) The slope of a nonvertical line is the ratio of the
rise (vertical change) to the run (horizontal change) between
any two points on the line. 

slope-intercept form (p. 412) The form of a linear equation 
y � mx � b where m is the slope and b is the y-intercept. 

solution of a linear inequality in two variables (p. 436) An
ordered pair that produces a true statement when the
coordinates of the ordered pair are substituted for the variables
in the inequality.  
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(�1, 3) is the solution of this linear
system:

y � �2x � 1
y � 3x � 6  

The solution of the equation 
8 � a � 10 is �2, because 
8 � (�2) � 10.  

(2, 1) is a solution of the equation
3x � 4y � 2, because 
3(2) � 4(1) � 2.

The solution of the inequality 
4n < 36 is n < 9, because any
number less than 9, when
substituted for n, makes 4n < 36 
a true statement.  

To solve the equation 3x � 15, find
the number that can be multiplied
by 3 to equal 15. Because 3(5) � 15,
the solution of 3x � 15 is 5.  

The square roots of 25 are 5 and
�5, because 52 � 25 and 
(�5)2 � 25. So, �25� � 5 and 
��25� � �5.  

The expression 3(x 2 � 5) � x 2 � 3
can be written as 2x 2 � 12, a
polynomial in standard form.

You can select a stratified sample
of your school’s student population
by choosing 20 students from each
grade level.  

Example

solution of a linear system (p. 431) An ordered pair that is a
solution of each equation in the system. A solution of a linear
system occurs at an intersection point of the graphs of the
equations in the system. 

solution of an equation (p. 85) A number that produces a true
statement when it is substituted for the variable in the
equation. 

solution of an equation in two variables (p. 391) An ordered
pair that produces a true statement when the coordinates of the
ordered pair are substituted for the variables in the equation. 

solution of an inequality (p. 138) The set of all numbers that
produce true statements when substituted for the variable in
the inequality. 

solving an equation (p. 86) Finding all the solutions of the
equation. 

square root (p. 453) A square root of a number n is a 
number m such that m2 � n. The radical sign, ��, represents a
nonnegative square root. 

standard form of a polynomial (p. 652) A polynomial is written
in standard form if all like terms are combined and the terms
are arranged so that the degree of each term decreases or stays
the same from left to right. 

stem-and-leaf plot (p. 581) A display that organizes data based
on their digits.

stratified sample (p. 601) A sample in which a population is
divided into distinct groups. Members are selected from each
group. 

Glossary 845
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Key: 10 8 � 108
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Surface area
� 2(6)(4) � 2(6)(3) � 2(4)(3)
� 108 in.2

You can select a systematic sample
of your school’s student population
by giving a questionnaire to every
tenth student on an alphabetical
list of all students at the school.

The two equations shown below
form a linear system:

y � �2x � 1
y � 3x � 6  

See trigonometric ratio.  

0.8 and 2.307 are terminating
decimals.

0.8 � �
1
8
0
� � �

4
5

�

2.307 � 2�
1
3
0
0
0
7
0

� � �
2
1

3
0

0
0

7
0

�

The terms of the expression 
5x � (�2x) � 1 are 5x, �2x, and 1.  

The terms of the polynomial 
x 2 � 5x � 1 are x 2, 5x, and �1.  

The fourth term of the sequence 
1, 5, 9, 13, 17, . . . is 13.  

3 in.

4 in.
6 in.

79� 101�

Example

supplementary angles (p. 709) Two angles whose measures
have a sum of 180�.

surface area of a solid (p. 538) The sum of the areas of the
solid’s faces.  

systematic sample (p. 601) A sample in which a rule is used to
select members of a population. 

system of linear equations (p. 431) Two or more linear
equations with the same variables; also called a linear system. 

tangent (p. 489) For a right triangle, the tangent of an acute
angle A (tan A) is the ratio of the length of the side opposite aA
to the length of the side adjacent to aA. 

terminating decimal (p. 219) A decimal that has a final digit. A 

terminating decimal can be written as a quotient of integers �
a
b

�,

where b � 0. 

terms of an expression (p. 78) The parts of an expression that
are added together. 

terms of a polynomial (p. 651) The monomials that are added
together in the polynomial. 

terms of a sequence (p. 692) The numbers in the sequence. 

t
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A bag of 40 marbles contains 
8 blue marbles. The theoretical
probability of randomly choosing a
blue marble from the bag is 

�
4
8
0
� � �

1
5

�, or 0.2.  

See translation, reflection, rotation,
and dilation.  

TABC is translated 4 units to the
right.  

Line t is a transversal.
a1 and a3 are corresponding
angles.
a2 and a3 are alternate interior
angles.
a1 and a4 are alternate exterior
angles.  

height h

base b2

base b1

2
1

t

4
3

y

A C

B

A� C�

B�

O 31�2�4 �3 x

3

2

Example

tessellation (p. 730) A covering of a plane with a repeating
pattern of one or more shapes, with no gaps or overlaps.   

theoretical probability (p. 307) When all outcomes are equally
likely, the theoretical probability of an event is the ratio of the
number of favorable outcomes to the number of possible
outcomes.  

transformation (p. 729) A change made to the location or to
the size of a figure, resulting in a new figure, called the image. 

translation (p. 729) A transformation in which each point of a
figure moves the same distance in the same direction. 

transversal (p. 716) A line that intersects two or more lines at
different points. 

trapezoid (p. 517) A quadrilateral with exactly one pair of
parallel sides.
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Possibilities:
HH HT TH TT

sin A � �
a
c

� cos A � �
b
c

� tan A � �
a
b

�

a2 � 5a � 6 is a trinomial.  

See box-and-whisker plot.  

See box-and-whisker plot.

In the expression n � 3, the letter n
is the variable.

x � 7, �
2
b
a
�, and 2t � 3r � 3 are all 

variable expressions.  

Distance
�

Rate
p

Time
traveled of travel traveled

a1 and a3 are vertical angles.
a2 and a4 are vertical angles.  

3
1

24

b

c
a

hypotenuse

side adjacent
to aA

side
opposite
aA

C

B

A

Example

tree diagram (p. 313) A diagram that uses branching to list all
possible choices or outcomes. 

trigonometric ratio (p. 489) A ratio of the lengths of two sides
of a right triangle. For an acute angle A of a right triangle, three
trigonometric ratios are defined: sine of aA (sin A), cosine of
aA (cos A), and tangent of aA (tan A). 

trinomial (p. 651) A polynomial with three terms. 

upper extreme (p. 588) The greatest value in a data set. 

upper quartile (p. 588) The median of the upper half of an
ordered data set. 

variable (p. 5) A letter that is used to represent one or more
numbers. 

variable expression (p. 5) An expression that consists of
numbers, variables, and operations. 

verbal model (p. 6) An expression that describes a problem
using words as labels and using math symbols to relate the
words.

vertical angles (p. 710) A pair of opposite angles formed when
two lines intersect at one point. 

v

u
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The graph is not a function,
because a vertical line passes
through two points.  

See coordinate plane.

The x-coordinate of the ordered
pair (5, �3) is 5.  

See coordinate plane.  

The y-coordinate of the ordered
pair (5, �3) is �3.  

See x-intercept.  

y

(0, 4)

(�6, 0)
O 1�2�8 �5 �4 �3 x

1

3

2

The x-intercept is �6.

The y-intercept is 4.

O 2 41�2�4 �3 x

1

2

(�2, 0)

(3, �2)(�1, �2)

(3, 1)
y

Example

vertical line test (p. 387) For a relation represented by a graph,
if any vertical line passes through more than one point of the
graph, then the relation is not a function. If no vertical line
passes through more than one point of the graph, then the
relation is a function.  

x-axis (p. 47) The horizontal number line in a coordinate
plane. 

x-coordinate (p. 47) The first number in an ordered pair
representing a point in a coordinate plane.

x-intercept (p. 398) The x-coordinate of a point where a graph
crosses the x-axis.

y-axis (p. 47) The vertical number line in a coordinate plane. 

y-coordinate (p. 47) The second number in an ordered pair
representing a point in a coordinate plane.

y-intercept (p. 398) The y-coordinate of a point where a graph
crosses the y-axis.

y

x
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